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The color of amethyst results from substitution of small quantities of ferric iron for
riU.*Tnffo*ud by irradiation- The overall trace-element content is not greatly different
i;; ;il;i*; qiLit, but stoic"hiometric calculations indicate that some or all of the
i;;;.;; rnu"t li Fes+ in tetrahedral coordination. Comparison-of -colorless and
Jotua po.tio* of the same crystals shows the iron_ cont€nt to increase both with respect
to alurninum and in absolute amount from mlorless to amethystile portions. Growth
temperarures are calculated to be 70-2B5"C with a median a'f 250"C'

INrnooucrroN

The color of amethyst has been a matter of speculation for a very long

time and has been ascribed to a wide range of contaminants including

dispemed solids, hydrocarbons, titanium, and manganese. Work in the past

decade, however, has shown that trivalent iron subatituting for silicon is

the rcponsible agent. Evidence for the implication of iron as the cause of

the color of amethyst comes indirectly from its common association with

iron minerals and directly from chemical analydis, absorption spectra' and

electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies, A summary, probably

incompletg of the variow authors who have contributed to an under-

standing of the color of amethyst through 1964, when the role of iron-

activated color-c€nters was conclusively demonstrated by Hutton (1964)

and Barry & Moore (1964), is given in Table 1.

With the basis for the coloration understood, there remains the need

to explain its geochemical milieu. Amethyst is typically found in cavities

and drusq in hydrothermal veins, pegmatites, basalts and other igneous

rocl$ and in geodes where it is commonly associated with iron oxide,

carbonatg or silicate minerals. Recognizable spherules of iron oxide are

sometrmes included n'ithin the crystals, and analysis indicates that the tiny

black inclusions found in some crystals are iron-rich.

Chemical analyses reported by various aufhors show amethyst to

contain signiflcant amounts of iron, although not unusually more than

ordinary uncolored quartz. Of considerable importancg however, is the

increase in iron content with increased depth of color of the specimen as
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shown by Tsinober & Chentsova (lg5g), Chuboda (1962), and Konno
(1967). The color changes which amethyst undergoes upon heating
and irradiation are also suggestive of an iron-activated color center. These
changes are from violet to gray-violet to clear to (sometimes) yellow to
milky with increasing temperature, the yellow variety being identical with
citrine. Heat-bleached material may be restored to its original color by
r-irradiation (Berthelot lg06; Holden 1g25).
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Author Date Coloring Agmt

Iron Compounib

Haiiy

Marx

Poggendorf

Ftreintz

Engler & Kneis

Nabl

Hermann

Holden

Vedeevna

Woodward

Wild & Liesegang

Hoffman

Wedenejewa

Gawel

Bappu

Leela

Beck

Tsinober & Chentsova

Chuboda

Cohen

Frondel

Hutton

Barry & Moore

1817
r831

t84t

1860
1887

1889
1908
1925
1940

L7n

1923
t93t
1940
1947

r95a 1953
1953

r958
1959
1962

iron oxide

hy&ated iron oxide

iron acid

iron acid

ferric carbonate

Fe(SClt[)3

ferrous, ferriq and manganese compounds
ferric compound

dispersed inclusions of elementary iron

Dissolued abms or ions

"ferreous" molecules

dissolved ions or atoms

Color centers

1954, 1956 impurity not specified

1962
1964
1964

related to Fe substitution
)

fFes+ 
substitution in tetrahedral site
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Absorption bands in amethyst were shown by Cohen (1956) and Kats
& Stevels (1956) to be produced or enhanced by x-irradiation and to have
the attributes of color centers. Hutton (1964) and Barry & Moore (1964,
1965) have deduce!f, by means of electron paramagnetic studie that the
color center in amethyst is produced by ionizrng radiation after substitu-
tion of iron in the tetrahedral site normally occupied by silicon and suggest
the following mechanism :

5"r+ (Fes+Orr-) hv y"r+ (FeB+Orz-6r-) * e
e

or more simply, O'z- hv 01- * e
e

E:rpsRIr,IrNrel

In the present study, thirty-two specimens of amethystine quartz obtain-
ed from the U.S. National Museum and collections of the University of
Kentucky were examined by emission spectrographic methods following the
procedures described by Dennen (1964, 1966, 1967). Samples for analysis
consisted of 5-10 mg of amethyst hand-picked under a lSX binocular. All
samples were run in at least triplicate.

Analytical precision was checked by replicate determinations on si4gle
plates and by reanalysis of the same sample on difierent plates. The pre-
cision is not high, but variation in the concentration of non-formulary
elements is muih larger than the analytical error. Typically, a coefficient
of variation between 10 and 20/6 is ob,tained. A comparison of rsults
obtained by d.c. arc emission spectrography (this work) and solvent extrac-
tion-spectrophotometry for Al and Fe and flame photometry for Li and Na
on similar materials by Konno (1967) is shown in Figure l.

Ossrnvefloxs ello Drscussror.t

The distribution of detectable trace elements in these samples is shown
in Figure I together with some data from Konno (1967). The absence oI
Mn (<Sppm in all samples) and the nearly complete absence of Ti con-
firms the unimportance of these elements in the coloration of amethyst.
Other elements appear to be at or near normal levels for ordinary clear
quarn (Dennen 1964, 1966; Frondel 1962). However, there is a notable
paucity of the alkali metals, aluminium is somewhat low, and iron ls some-
rvhat greater than average.

The non-formulary trace constituents found should substitute in
gtrara, in stoichiometric balance with Als+ and Fes+ assumed to replace

451
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Sia+ in a tetrahedral site and concomitant entry of other ions in intentitial
positions (Dennen 1966). Some or all of the iron found in all of the
samples tested must be Fes+ in a tetrahedral site in order that stoichio-
metric balance obtain, which is consistent with EPR observations.

Since the color of amethyst results from the incorporation of Fee+ in a
tetrahedral site followed by irradiation, the growth conditions of amethyst
must be appropriate for this zubstitution to ocrur in competition with Sia+
and Al8+. These condiuons are :

l. Growth solution composition-Fe-rich and./or Al-poor.
2. etl-oxidizing with respect to ferrous-feritc iron.
3. Pressure-loq since the ionic radius of Fes+ is greater than Sia+

or Al8+. (Sorokin 1968, has shown a sigpificant increase in cell
size with color intensity).

4. Temperaturs-modgrate, since incorporation of the larger Fes+
ion should increase with rising temperature. (The larger ionic size of
iron is somewhat offset by its similarity in electronegativity to silicon
compared with aluminium).

5. Post-crystallization irradiation to develop the color center.

The typical distribution of color in amethyst crystal from a colorless
base to an upper portion shornring amethystine zones suggests important
changc in the growth environment with time and provides some insights
to their geochemistry. The possible mechanisms would appear to be:

1. A change from reducing to oxidizing conditions with time.
2. A change in solution composition from Fe-poor to rich, Al-rich to

poor, or low to high radioactivity with time.
3. A rise in temperature.
4. A drop in prcsure.

Table 2 provides some comparative chemical data for a number of
bicolored crystals. In going from a colorless base to an amethystine upper

portion, the ratio Al/Fe increased in three instances,
A/Fe amethystine

AllFe colorless
= 3.3, was unchanged in one casg and decreased in ten specimens,
Al4"= 

"*uthfllg: 0.32 to 0.0g (median : 0.25). It appears, thereforeo
AlA" colorless

that in the majority of cases either the depositing solutions became more
iron-rich or more oxidizing as the crystals grew. Since, however, the abso-
lute amount of iron is seen to increase from colorless to ametlrystine
portions, it is concluded that an increasingly iron-rich nutrient solution
is primarily responsible for the color ihange.
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Tasrs 2, C-ompanarrw Tnacs CHsMIsrRv on Cor.onr,sss ervl AurT nvsrr'r Ponrrors
oF THE saMs CnrsrAr

Sample number and location
C.olorless/amethystine, ppm

Ca Fe Li Mg NaAI

U.K.* Collection
Thunder Bay, Ont.

U.K. Collection
Unknown

UJC Collection
Brazil

N.M.N* 47135
Hoki, Japan
N.M. 106083
Mt. Hakugarq Korea

N.M. CI179
Cape Blomiderg N.S.

N.M. C5604
Montana

N.M. 115154
Bochoricg Czech.

N.M. 92763
Dutton's Mill, Penna.

N.M. 118265
Charlotrc Court Hsg Va.

N"I{. 81413
Schemnitz, Czedl

N,M. CI16B
Guanajuatq Mex.

U.K. Collection
Ios Alamos, N.M.

160/50 52/56 8/94 n/%

46/s2 4n 28/31 5/7

70/50 26/11 4qno A/r9

r7/s6 rr/ro %/% 46/0

20/34 16/14 34/35 0/o

10/27 3/13 10/60 o/o

rr0/2 %/9 2s/50 o/o

180/155 %/40 75/110 175/135

47/10 20/19 44/84 0/0

64/32 4/3 X/U 22/21

50/110 26/110

250/35 17/3 22/35 50/37

125/186 7/2t ffifi3

r.0/0.4 82/0

44/0 0/o

2.3/12 0/0

e.3/r2 0/0

2.0/0.8 0/0

r.7/3.3 o/0

1.8/0.9 0/0

r.e/t2 rca/o

2.r/1.2 0/0

r2/r.5 0/o

0.7/L5

2.1/12 0/o

8.7/1..4 0/0

amethystine enriched

colorless enridred

lmchanged

13 t2
1 2 4

T 4

0 4

13 L2

3 0
1 0 2

0 1 0

t 5

o

7
0

l l
1

7
0

/p amethystine enriched

/a mlorless enric,hed

/a unchanged

0
t7

83

23
77

0

33
JJ

33

92
7
0

36

u
U

46

54
n

* U.K, Univenity of Kentucky
** N.1VI,, U.S. National Museum
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The aluminum content of the clear basal portion of these bi-colored
specimens may be used to estimate their temperature of crystallization
(Dennen 1970). The values obtained have an excessive range (6g to
933oC), but if the higher temperature samples are presumed to bu 

"orr-taminatd, the reasonable range of z0-285oc is obtained. This is almost
exactly the range obtained by Holden (1925) of 100.250oc based on
studis of inclusions.

Assuming the amethystine upper portions grew at the same tempera-
tures and pressures as the colorless bases of the various crystals, the solutility
of Fe'+ in the tetrahedral site as a function of temperature may be esti-
mated from the measured growth temperatures to be I ppm per 5.1oC
following the relation T :5.7x f 58. This is approximately 0.2 of the
solubility of Als+ with temperature.

The location of ferric iron in tetrahedral structural sites in quartz
appears to be a necessary, but not su-fficient, condition for the development
of amethystine color. colorless quartz can apparently contain significant
amounts of tetrahedral iron (Dennen lg66) and Table 2, and iradiation
is necessary to develop a color center. The amount of iron required to
trigger color activation in amethyst is not readily apparent lrom the d.ata,
partly due to the variable color depth of the samples examined and partty
resulting from error:s in analysis. Figure 2 illustrates the aluminum and
iron -occupancy found for the tetrahedral site in thirty-two specimens of
amethyst. very few atoms of iron in this site appear to te necessary for the
development of detectable color. The proportion of iron in the total of
tetrahedral proxy ions (Fe'+/pss+ + Ap+) ranges from 0.05 to 0.g0 with
a median of 0.30.
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